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By Ron Broadhurst

Rizzoli International Publications, United States, 2010. Hardback. Condition: New. New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. An authoritative volume on the most innovative and environmentally
sensitive new residential design. This carefully curated presentation of new and recent houses
represents the vanguard of architects creating innovative structures that maintain a sensitive
relationship to their natural contexts. Ron Broadhurst has selected projects on five continents
demonstrating the inexhaustible potential of the modern house to enter into a dialogue with
nature, either as an extraordinary object within the landscape or as an essay in environmental
sustainability, or both. Featured here is work by such design luminaries as Kengo Kuma in China,
Sean Godsell in Australia, and Allied Works Architecture in the United States. With exceptional color
photography, the book presents houses created with sustainability and carbon footprint in mind,
as well as houses constructed on spectacular sites. Some houses incorporate the cutting edge of
environmentally sensitive design; some radically rethink the use of traditional materials such as
wood and stone. A comprehensive collection, Houses: Modern Natural/Natural Modern
demonstrates uniquely of-the-moment architecture and interiors and offers a vision of how we will
think of the relationship between houses and the natural landscape in the...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is easy in read better to understand. It is writter in basic words and phrases rather than hard to understand. You wont truly feel monotony
at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for about if you question me).
-- Kaya Rippin-- Kaya Rippin

This ebook will never be straightforward to get started on looking at but really fun to read. It is amongst the most incredible publication i have got read
through. I realized this pdf from my i and dad encouraged this publication to learn.
-- Mrs. Anya Kautzer-- Mrs. Anya Kautzer
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